
 
KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 

3RD QUARTER 2005 
 
 
From July 1, 2005 through and including September 30, 2005, KFSN-TV, licensed in Fresno, 
California; broadcasts in analog and simulcasts HD-1, presented 30 hours of regularly 
scheduled local news programs a week, and in addition, broadcasts one weekly half-hour public 
affairs program entitled: Valley Focus. This program is hosted by Beth Marney, our Public 
Affairs Director, and is a local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local 
affairs. KFSN-TV also airs syndication programs along with the ABC Television Network that 
supplies the station with news, public interest and educational programming, as described in 
the quarter report entitled: ABC Television Network News and Public Affairs Programming, 
which is filed separately in the public inspection file. 
 
KFSN through our HD-2/ABC30Plus signal rebroadcasts locally produced programming along 
with time shifted newscasts and network programming and paid programming in rotation. Our 
HD-3 Signal broadcasts a tower camera shot of the Fresno Skyline with no audio. In 
September, our HD-3 signal began AccuWeather National weather and also recorded local 
weather inserts.  
 
KFSN, through its programming on our Analog and simulcast on HD-1, addressed the 
following issues of concern for communities that make up the six-county area served by 
ABC-30: 
 

1. POLITICS/LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
2. EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 
3. CRIME AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
4. HEALTH CARE ISSUES FOR THE VALLEY 
5. ECONOMIC ISSUES /EMPLOYMENT 
6. HURRICANE IMPACT/RELIEF EFFORT 
  

Programs, program segments, and local newscasts broadcast by KFSN that provided 
significant treatment of the previously described issues of concern. Local news programs 
include: 
 
 

 
ACTION NEWS 

 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 hours, Local 
 
This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and 
international news, sports, weather, medical, financial, and Consumer Reports. 
 
AM LIVE SATURDAY 
Saturdays, 6-7AM, 1 hour, local 



This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and 
international news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment 
news. 
 
AM LIVE SUNDAY 
Sundays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 hours, local 
This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and 
international news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment 
news. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 
Monday through Friday, 11:00AM-11:30AM, 30 min., Local 
 
Up-to-date local news coverage is offered, as well as national and international news. Also 
included are medical, consumer, and financial reports and “Connecting with Kids” packages. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and 
international.  Also covered are sports and weather.  Included are medical, education, and 
Consumer Reports. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX 
Monday through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and 
international.  Also covered are weather and sports.  Friday's newscast features the Action 
News Person of the Week. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX-THIRTY 
Monday through Friday, 6:30PM, 30 min., local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day’s news events, local, national, and 
international. It also covers weather. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 
Monday through Sunday, 11:00-11:35PM, 35 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and 
international.  Also covered are sports and weather; Consumer Reports are included. 
 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN (REPEAT) 
Monday through Sunday, 2:05-2:41AM., local 
 
This half-hour news programs are a repeat of the earlier 11PM newscast from that day. It 
includes Local, national and international news. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS 
Sunday, 9:30AM -10:00AM, 30 min., Local/Public Affairs 



 
Half-hour weekly local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs. 
 
COMMUNITY CALENDAR  :30 SECOND PSA (SEE ATTACHED) 
TUESDAY – FRIDAYS  
DURING ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, MIDDAY, 6PM NEWS 
& 
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS AM LIVE 
 
Thirty-second PSA featuring an Action News anchor delivering information about upcoming 
non-profit events in our community. 
 

CHILDREN FIRST 
 
 

Children First is in its sixth year of production.  This year-long effort focuses on the 
challenges, problems, and opportunities facing children living in Central California.  The 
program concentrates on how the average person can make a difference in a child's life and 
highlight local news organizations that work with children and youth.  Children First includes 
local news produced half-hour programs :30 vignettes, public service announcements, and 
special stories on Action News. 
 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSAs AIRED IN 3rd Qtr 2005 

 
Gottschalk’s, Fresno County Office of Education and Children’s Hospital Central 
California partner to air these Children’s First PSAs and Vignettes in rotation: 
  
CHILDREN FIRST: NEW HEALTH CARE FOR KIDS  
7/31/05, 6:30PM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
8/07/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
This half hour program informed viewers of the new healthy kid’s insurance program coming 
this fall to Fresno and Tulare Counties. It’s designed to fill the insurance gap for children of 
working families who don’t qualify for government-sponsored insurance or lack employer 
sponsored family health care.  According to the 2001 California Health interview Survey, over 
26,000 children in Fresno County do not have health insurance. However, more than 17, 000 
of the uninsured families were eligible for Medi-Cal or Healthy Families. In this special, we 
examined how the program works, who it affects, what ages and when it starts. 
 
CHLDREN FIRST: PARTNERS/ HONORED SCHOLORS (:30 X APRX. 68) 
These spots honor the Central Valley’s Valedictorians from high schools all around Fresno 
County. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: CHCC: SMITCAMP-GIVE BACK (:30 X APRX. 59) 
This spot encourages viewers to give back to society. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: HEALTH CARE KIDS (:30 X APRX. 16) 
This spot encourages viewers to watch the upcoming half an hour locally produced special 
about a new Health care available in California. 
 



CHILDREN FIRST: PARNTERS: HEALTH CARE FOR KIDS WEBSITE(:30 X APRX. 42) 
This spot encourages viewers to go to our website for more information on new Health Care 
for Kids; low cost/no cost insurance available in California. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FCOE: PETE MEHAS, NEW JUV HALL (:30 X APRX. 23) 
Fresno’s new Juvenile Hall provides programs and facilities to benefit troubled teens to help 
them lead a more meaningful life.  
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FCOE: SCOUT ISLAND (:30 X APRX. 23) 
Scout Island is an outdoor learning center for children. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FCOE: PASSPORT (:30 X APRX. 23) 
Children are encouraged to better their knowledge by visiting museums around the valley.  
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FCOE: KEEPING SCORE (:30 X APRX. 19)  
Fresno County teachers begin “Keeping Score” a special program to infuse classical music 
into the curriculum. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FCOE: MOBILE HEALTH UNIT (:30 X APRX. 19) 
Mobile Health care center now brings health care screening to school aged children 
throughout Fresno County. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS:  PARENTING COMMUNICATION (:30 X 3) 
The message states the most important thing you can give to your children is your time. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: SECRETS OF SUCCESS (:30 X 3) 
This spot encourages our youth to volunteer and give back to society and also drives viewers 
to visit our website and learn more about becoming a success. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS/ MENTORING: :30 x 40) 
This message encourages viewers the importance of becoming a mentor to children. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: 10PM ID (AIRES DAILY 10:00PM) 
Voice over that airs weekly before 10PM that says: “It’s Just about 10’oclock. Do you know 
where your children are?” 
 
 
From July 1st through September 30, 2005, KFSN TV aired aprx. 1,495 Public Service 
Announcements (PSA’s) along with community involvement project that include:  
 

 Chaffee Zoological Gardens: Winged Wonders Bird Show 

 Honored Scholars Production Shoot involving Valedictorians from valley schools. 

 Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta de Los Ninos  

 Children First Half hour special: New Health Care For Kids 

 Central California Blood Center/ABC 30 Pint for Pint Blood Drive 

 Central California Women’s Conference 

 Hispanic Heritage Month messages 

 ABC 30  Listens Meeting: Lindsay City Hall w/ Managers from ABC30  

 ABC 30 Listens Meeting:  Parlier w/ Mangers from ABC30 

 ABC 30/Children’s Hospital Central Ca: Raising the Roof  



 ABC30/ Historical Society: Civil War Revisited/Camp Night 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

POLITICS/LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
 

ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/12/05, LENGTH :23 SEC. ,LOCAL 
After adopted our current general plan in 1997 the thought we had enough land available to 
the last the next 25 year within the growth boundary. That plan will be updated to add 10-
thousand more acres into the already 20-thousand acres of Merced's growth limit. You can 
take a look at the proposed master plan during a special city council meeting tonight at five 
thirty. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 7/13/05, LENGTH :27 SEC. ,LOCAL 
The Visalia city council has approved a plan that would help the city's short-handed fire 
department better protect the area. Tulare county firefighters used to help the city answer 
calls out of southeast Visalia. But after budget problems forced the county to reduce its staff 
in its southeast station in May only on-call volunteers have been available. The fire chief says 
response times are now up to eight minutes in southeast Visalia. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 7/05/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Ruth Guinto was a rising star at city hall.  She was the interim assistant city manager and 
before that city controller now she steps into one of the toughest positions at Fresno unified 
guiding the finances of the fourth largest district in the state. Quinto says for her the timing 
was right. Quinto, who is a Fresno native is new superintendent Mike Hanson's first big 
hire...and wouldn't say who dropped her name as a possible candidate for the district's chief 
financial officer but said she came highly recommended. 
Quinto is seen as a big get for the district, she not only knows the city and its people. She 
has experience in public finances and before being hired by Fresno city she was controller 
for Moreno valley in Riverside County. She had accepted the position with Fresno unified, 
city manager Andy Souza said her contributions will be missed Quinto says she did discuss 
the job offer with Fresno Mayor Alan Autry. Quinto is expected to be on the job by 
august...she says she hopes to bring stability to the district. Fresno unified has had seven 
chief financial officers in the last five years. Hanson still has six top administrative positions 
.and he says he will continue to look for people with new ideas. 
  
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 7/05/05, LENGTH 1:40 MIN., LOCAL 
With democrats rejecting their constitutional amendments aimed at curbing illegal 
immigration, the two republican authors vow to take their ideas to voters next June. 
This body has consistently demonstrated its desire to do nothing about it and to force 
California taxpayers to pay the cost of illegal immigration. And I think people are going to say 
enough is enough." One proposal would have created a state border patrol of about fifteen-
hundred officers to supplement the fifteen-hundred federal officers already there. 
The other would have denied undocumented immigrants public benefits, such as 
unemployment, non-emergency healthcare, retirement, housing and food assistance and in-
state tuition breaks. It would also not allow drivers licenses for them.  The proposals come as 



the state is grappling with a financial crisis. An estimated 2.6 million illegal immigrants live in 
California. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/18/05, LENGTH :19 SEC. ,LOCAL 
The federal government is getting some backlash from governors about the "Real ID Act." 
Some governors are worried about the cost of enforcing the new restrictions on driver's 
licenses. They say the federal law will force motor vehicle offices to operate like the FBI 
because it requires states to verify, people applying for licenses, are American citizens or 
legal residents. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/19/05, LENGTH :23 SEC. LOCAL 
Fresno leaders today locked up the city's water future, but it includes water meters and not 
everyone is happy. City leaders called the 40-year water deal with the federal government a 
monumental decision. Critics say the city has a pre-existing right to San Joaquin river water, 
with or without water meters. But council-members said flat water rates are rewarding waste. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/25/05, LENGTH 1:57 MIN., LOCAL 
Councilman Larry Westerlund will be back here tomorrow to pitch his plan for an "anti-slum 
strike force." He says it's a team effort to finally get "slumlords" in Fresno to make changes or 
face real consequences. They're the worst living conditions in Fresno and city leaders say 
you know a "slum" when you see one. District four councilmen, Larry Westerlund says the 
solution is an "anti-slum strike force." He's proposing a wide ranging City county 
collaboration, including police, fire, the district attorney's office and others to go after "slum 
lords." 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 8/22/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Abc-30 listens is coming to the south valley, and you're invited to attend. Our next town hall 
meeting is at the city council chambers in Lindsay Wednesday night at seven. 
South Valley bureau chief Subha Ravindhran and abc-30 managers will be there to hear 
ideas for stories you'd like to see on action news. Again that's Wednesday at seven in 
Lindsay. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/23/05, LENGTH :25 SEC. LOCAL 
With gas prices at record levels there's good news for some drivers. In the next few years 
some cars will be getting more fuel efficient. The department of transportation is recalculating 
the way it sets the fuel standards for pickups, SUV’s and minivans. Beginning in 2008, the 
government wants those vehicles to get at least 23 and half miles to the gallon. Automakers 
will have until 2-thousand-11 to comply with the new requirement. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/23/05, LENGTH 2;00 MIN., LOCAL 
City leaders call it a calculated business risk, almost a million dollars the first year. 
Virtually everyone at city hall thinks direct flights between Fresno and Mexico will pay 
dividends. Fresno has had an international labeled airport for years. But next spring, the city 
hopes to finally have truly direct international flights. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/28/05, LENGTH 2:40 MIN., LOCAL 
Critics say the reputation has been a city hall which bends over backwards for real estate 
developers. That's led to a city of almost half a million lacking in basic services. From police 
and fire stations to streets and parks. This week, the city will take up higher building fees. But 
the back-log is huge but in northwest Fresno, where home building is quickly replacing open 
space. There are very few neighborhood parks. 



 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/30/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
The proposed sale of the Fresno Grizzlies baseball team goes before the city council today.  
Councilmember’s are scheduled to vote on transferring the lease of the stadium to the 
prospective owners. A group called "The Fresno Baseball Club" wants to buy the team. 
Some council members say they need more information since the sale became public only 
four days ago. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/30/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
In a four to three vote; the Fresno City Council raised the salaries for future council members 
and mayors and made the positions fulltime. Council member Jerry Duncan who 
spearheaded the effort says he and other council members represent 70 thousand people 
and has become a fulltime job. Duncan feels increasing the pay is fair and necessary to 
attract quality leaders. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/05/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Compared to some other California cities this looks like a generous offer from the mayor of 
Fresno. Cities like San Jose are Opening their doors to 100 hurricane victims. San Francisco 
is slated for 300 victims but Fresno, a smaller city with higher unemployment, will take 
hundreds of thousands of Katrina victims whom are now fanning out across America and 
Fresno's mayor is welcoming evacuees 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/06/06, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 
It does "not" look like evacuees will go to Grizzlies stadium. That was an idea originally 
proposed as a back-up plan for housing. The Red Cross says they need a roof but the city is 
sure hurricane victims are coming very soon to Fresno, but others are not so sure. A 
hurricane survivor named "Lena" is one of a handful of New Orleans evacuees to land in 
Fresno so far by private means. Today on the radio, Fresno's mayor repeated his thoughts 
that 400 more survivors like Lena are coming very soon to Fresno thru the federal 
emergency management administration. Today, the city held high-level meetings to prepare 
for a large relocation to Fresno. But the state's office of emergency services says all federal 
requests to host evacuees will come to the state first, likely with a one to two day notice and 
FEMA has not yet made there quest. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/14/05, LENGTH :41 SEC., LOCAL 
Parlier city residents say their town has had its share of growing pains but are turning things 
around.  Tonight they shared some of their concerns with Action News managers during an 
ABC 30 listens meeting. W heard about plans for a new industrial park that could bring over 
100 jobs to the area and a new medical center that will include the city's first pharmacy. A big 
concern for residents is education and are looking for ways to improve test scores and 
decrease teen pregnancy rates. You'll be seeing those stories and others in the coming days 
here on Action News. ABC30 Listens is coming to Clovis on October 18 at the Clovis city 
council chambers. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 9/14/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
The man who sued the city of Fresno over illegal utility charges and won now says the city is 
harassing him.  Chris Mathys says the in-lieu suit he won against the city is causing a 
backlash, in particular from council member Brian Calhoun. Mathys claims he was wrongfully 
fined 800 dollars for posting a sign in front of his northwest Fresno business. He claims the 



sign is a public service, directing people where to sign up for their in-lieu refunds. Mathys 
feels the city is singling him out.  
 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/17/05, LENGTH 1:53 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno is reaching out to displaced gulf coast families early next week a faith based group 
will take a trip to see the destruction and offer help. They'll be followed by Fresno mayor Alan 
Autry, who is also looking to let victims know about what the city of Fresno is willing to do as 
they begin new lives. When tens of thousands left their homes, many had no idea just how 
powerful the storm would be. Most victims had every intention of returning home until they 
realized. There's nothing to come home to. Next week many of the homeless evacuees who 
flocked to shelters will get a visit from a faith based group led by Fresno pastor H Spees. 
 
ACTON NEWS AM LIVE, 9/20/05, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Tomorrow morning Fresno Mayor Alan Autry will head to the gulf coast to join local religious 
groups offering storm victims a place to stay in Fresno. Autry has said he could bring up to 
400 evacuees to the area. The mayor is set to fly to Houston tomorrow, then drive to Baton 
Rouge. Thursday he'll visit Biloxi Mississippi and then New Orleans on Friday. Some county 
supervisors criticized the idea saying local resources would be strapped. But the Mayor says 
it's a matter of morals. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/21/05, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
In just a couple of hours, Fresno Mayor Alan Autry will leave for the gulf coast. There's a new 
plan to house the mayor during his trip. Since hotels in the area are booked a city employee 
is driving an RV to Houston. He'll pick up the mayor there before driving to Louisiana. He'll 
bring an invitation to hurricane Katrina survivors to relocate to Fresno. Action News reporter 
Christine Park joins us live from Fresno Yosemite international with how the mayor plans to 
get there. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/21/05, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The mayor left Fresno this morning and landed in Houston. Then, the mayor got in an RV and 
headed for Baton Rouge. Action News anchor Eric Rasmussen met up with mayor Autry 
today and shows us what he plans to do during his trip. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/22/05, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
When Autry arrived, the city was preparing to evacuate because of hurricane Rita. Autry was 
planning to visit evacuees at a shelter in Reliant stadium, but those people were forced to 
move again. Autry wanted to give them hope of a new life in Fresno. Autry hopes to visit New 
Orleans tomorrow, but with Rita on the way, those plans could change. 
 
 

EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 7/03/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: 15th Annual Fiesta de los Ninos: Guests include 
Marion Karian, Executive Director EPU and Kelly Fourchy, Member of the Board of Directors, 
Co-Chair Fiesta: Fiesta de los Ninos is the signature fundraising event for Exceptional 
Parents Unlimited. Each year, EPU serves over 3,000 children and families with special 
needs through early intervention, family support, parent education and training and child 



abuse prevention services. Community support is essential in continuing their mission to 
provide quality services with caring and compassion. 
 
 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 7/03/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #2 & #3: California State University Summer Arts: Events Calendar: Guests from 
the college include Jackie Doumanian, Community Relations Coordinator & Joanne Bartok, 
Assistant Director, CSU Summer Arts: Each year an incredible two week performance 
program comes to California State University Fresno. It is called the CSU Summer Arts 
Program. All students who participate learn from top professional directors, producers and 
performers. The citizens of this valley get the benefit of all of their event performances. 
Segment 4: The Ruth & Sherman Lee Institute for Japanese Art: Bonsai Exhibits/Drawn from 
Literature: Narrative Traditions in Japanese Art: Guests include Willard G. Clark, Founder, 
Lee Institute, Bob Hilvers, Past President & Member, and Hanford Bonsai Society. 
The Hanford Bonsai Society and the Ruth & Sherman Lee Institute for Japanese Art at the 
Clark Center have collaborated to establish California’s newest bonsai collection. Now 
housed on the Institute grounds, selected trees from the collection will be on public display 
one Saturday per month beginning in June 2005. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 7/10/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: Marjaree Mason Center: Top Ten Business and Professional Women of the 
Year Nomination: Guests include Pamala Kallsen, Executive Director & Linda Penner, and 
Fresno County Probation Dept.: The Marjaree Mason Center (working to eliminate domestic 
violence) has announced that nominations are now available for the Top Ten Business and 
Professional Women of the Year award luncheon. This event recognizes ten exceptional 
women who have demonstrated a high standard of professionalism and volunteerism in our 
community.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 7/24/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: Central California Women’s Conference: Guests include Mary Stabelfeld, 
Exhibit and Conference Coordinator, Jan Edwards, Member of the Board of Directors: 
This conference provides an exciting and fun atmosphere, where women come together to 
network. There are three general session keynote speakers and several professional 
breakout speakers providing seminars on a full range of issues affecting all women in the 
workplace, at home and in the community. Information on the benefits of products and 
services of interest to women is also provided at the “Marketplace” – a trade show with over 
160 exhibit booths. 
Segment #2: Central California Women’s Conference: Health & Safety Information at 
Conference: Guests include Kelly Sanchez, Director of Communications, Saint Agnes 
Medical Center and Kelley Rudolph, Safety for Life Expert. 
Segment #3: Central California Women’s Conference: Guest speakers/Presenters:  Guests 
include Rhonda Murphy, Certified Personal Trainer, a guest speaker at the conference and 
Diana Morton, Pharmd. Diana is Rhonda’s partner at this year’s conference and their topic 
will be “Sex, Hormones & Lies.” 
Segment #4: Central California Women’s Conference: Details of Registering: Guests include 
Mary Stabelfeld and Jan Edwards 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 8/21/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Fresno Pacific College: Business Forum: 



Guests include Stephen Vavris, PH.D. Director of Business and Civic Relations and Diana 
Bates Mock, E.D. University Communications: Fresno Pacific College will be holding a 
business forum on September 28th. You can phone them for more information at 559-453-
2110. 
 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 9/11/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Fresno Philharmonic Orchestra: Season Opening For Fresno Philharmonic: 
Guests include David Gaylin, Executive Director and Jose A. Diaz, Principal Oboe, Fresno 
Philharmonic. On Saturday, September 17th and Sunday, September 18th The Fresno 
Philharmonic will be having their Season Opening featuring guest artists, Dickran Atamian, 
who is a world renowned pianist. The concert will consist of Schumann, Brahms, and 
Sibelius and the sponsor of the concerts is Kaiser Permanente. 
Segment #4: Break the Barriers/Pi Sigma Epsilson: Break The Barriers Classic Golf 
Tournament Fund Raiser: Guests include Steve Herganrader, Co-Founder, Break the 
Barriers and Paul Takhar, Project Manager, Alpha Mu Chapter, Pi Sigma Epsilon: Break the 
Barriers is an non-profit organization that was created in 1985 to provide gymnastics, dance, 
martial arts, sign language, art, swimming, basketball, rally ball and health & fitness classes 
to children of all ages. This program unites disabled and able-bodied people to help build 
confidence, sharpen coordination, and teach integration and acceptance in a fun 
atmosphere.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 9/18/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
College Students at Home 1:33 min.: As many kids go off to college this time of year, almost 
40 percent of undergraduates will continue to live at home with their parents. For both the 
child and the parents, that can be both good and bad. 
Young Gambling 1:36 min.: It seems the poker fad is reaching more kids and catching them 
younger than ever before. A new survey by the National Council found that 70 percent of 10 
to 17 year olds had gambled in the past year. 
School Too Easy? 1:37 min.: The test scores of American High school students continue to 
lag behind the scores of students in several other nations. Some blame this generation of 
young people for being lazy and unmotivated, but kids have a different view. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 9/25/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1, #2 & #3: Fresno Historical Society: The Civil War Revisited: Bring History to 
Life: Guests include Jill Moffett, Executive Director, Fresno Historical Society, Nancy Whittle 
as Harriet Tubman and Evelyn Grimaldo as Elizabeth Keckley. They are all here today to talk 
about the Fresno Historical Society and their upcoming “Civil War Revisited: Bringing History 
to Life. It’s the largest annual civil war reenactment and living history event in the western 
United States. Last year, thousands of school kids visited the civil war reenactment; parents 
didn’t mind all the guns and explosions as it was part of a hands on lesson about the civil war 
battle that took place so many years ago. This year’s reenactment commemorates First 
Manassas. The importance of this first battle in the War Between the States was not in 
territory won or lost, but in the realization that the country had gone to war with itself and that 
it was going to be a long, bitter struggle. The event will be held in Kearney Park October 8 & 
9th. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/11/05, 5AM, :20 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/11/05, :35 SEC., LOCAL 



Governor Schwarzenegger is expected to sign the state budget today. He could veto or 
reduce some of the appropriations in the bill before signing it. The 117-and half billion dollar 
budget comes seven days after the start of a new fiscal year. The spending plan has no new 
taxes and no new borrowing.  It also spends 61-billion dollars on education. 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 7/12/05, 5AM, :26 SEC. LOCAL 
A valley lawmaker has proposed a plan to clear up legal confusion over California’s new 
mega millions drawing. Senator Dean Flores has been a vocal critic of the multi-state 
lottery... But has introduced a bill that would authorize it. Some anti-gambling groups claim 
mega millions violates California’s constitution. Florez's bill would also help schools. By 
giving public education 45-percent instead of 34-percent given by other lottery games. It 
would also prevent the state from entering international or internet-based lottery games. 
  
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/13/05, 5PM, :18 SEC. LOCAL 
The number of new autism cases in California has fallen for the first time in more than ten 
years. Autism cases around the state reached their peak in 20-02.More than 28-thousand 
autistic children are receiving special education services from the state. 
Experts say they have no idea what's cause the decrease in new cases. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/16/05, LENGTH 1:57 MIN., LOCAL 
Farm workers throughout the state worry about the heat wave because just last week fellow 
worker Salud Rodriguez died near Bakersfield in a bell pepper field the second farm worker 
field death in a year. Today, United Farm Workers called on the governor to do something. 
The farm workers union wants the governor to use emergency powers to mandate heat 
illness prevention measures such as hourly rest breaks, shaded rest areas and training for 
supervisors to recognize the symptoms of heat exposure. They say there is no time to see if 
a bill requiring such measures will pass the state legislature. Calls to associations 
representing farmers were not returned, but some farmers recognize there are labor 
contractors out there that cut corners. For now, educators like Juanita Ontiveros visit the 
fields to educate workers on how to survive in the heat. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/22/05, LENGTH :24 SEC. LOCAL 
This fall, Fresno and Tulare counties start a new program to make sure every single child 
has health insurance. In Fresno County alone that means 26-thousand children could be 
helped at a cost of more than six million dollars. The money is coming from prop 10 the 
brainchild of Hollywood actor and Director Rob Reiner. He spoke with Action News anchor 
Juanita Stevenson about what this program could mean for the valley. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 5AM, 7/25/05, LENGTH 1:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Some parents reward good grades with a few bucks, but now a Porterville teacher wants the 
state to pay the parents. The Fresno bee reports Bille Jo Aldrich-Fallert, a special education 
teacher at Porterville High school believes scores on the California standards test would 
improve if the state gave 1-thousand-dollars to parents of kids who did well. 
Aldrich-Fallert has the ok from the state to start gathering signatures to get an initiative on 
the June 2006 statewide ballot. Critics say it's the wrong time for the measure when the state 
is strapped for cash. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/25/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 



Later this week Fresno Unified is expected to let the Fresno county office of education take 
over operations of the "Parentmobile". The mobile health clinic helps students and families in 
the Fresno Unified School District. The program even has plans to expand to help kids 
through the age of 18. 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/26/05, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
A California teacher has a passion for making a difference in his student’s lives. Chip Fraser 
walked from Ventura County to the state capitol to discuss education funding with governor 
Schwarzenegger. He started walking on July 2nd averaging twenty-two miles a day that's 
over 500 total miles. Fraser hopes to raise about 100-thousand dollars for his school district. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 7/26/05, LENGTH :28 SEC. LOCAL 
Also in the north valley, the Merced County office of education is getting into the coffee 
business. In September, they plan to re-open the downtown coffee shop called "wired." 
It went out of business in January, but the county's special education department won't have 
to make a profit on it. They'll use it to teach job skills to students with learning and physical 
disabilities. The owner of another downtown coffee shop says it's a little unfair to him, since 
he'll be competing with a tax-supported business. 
 
ACTION NEWS 1PM, 7/30/05, LENGTH 3:20 MIN., LOCAL 
When poor families cannot afford to get their kids to the doctor, kids lose out. Action News 
Anchor Warren Armstrong explains how some health care providers are going to the 
children. A Fresno mother think it's a great idea to have more health programs that can help 
people because many people who don't know the language or just don't have anywhere else 
to go sometimes they won't take the kids to the doctor. Reichert's goal is to get kids healthy 
before they enroll in school. Out of the 15 hundred families helped, she says 35 percent of 
the kids have dental decay, and nearly 40 percent are anemic  
 
AM LIVE SUNDAY 6AM, 8/14/05, LENGTH :24 SEC,  LOCAL 
The city of Fresno hosted a first of its kind conference for renters and homeowners 
yesterday. But only a handful of people turned out for the "Housing and Renters Education 
Conference" at the convention center. City leaders wanted to teach people about housing 
issues, like bad landlords. Fresno police and fire departments also gave tips on how to 
escape a burning apartment, how to get rid of graffiti and how to report a crime. 
 
AM LIVE SUNDAY 8AM, 8/14/05, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
The city of Fresno wants new residents to make sure they know what to look for before 
renting or buying a new home. Renters make up forty percent of the city's housing market. 
There are 183-thousand Fresno housing units occupied by owners, and another 122-
thousand are filled by renters. But very few of them showed up for a housing education 
conference yesterday. Action News Anchor Maureen Naylor shows us why city leaders say 
the meetings are so important. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/15/05, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/16/05, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
In other school test news, a majority of California high school students passed the senior exit 
exam this year. State education officials say 88- percent of incoming seniors passed the 



English and math portions of the test. 96- percent of all Caucasian students passed the 
English portion of the test. 81- percent of all Latino students also passed the English section. 
One area the state noted needing improving only 75- percent of African American students 
passed the math section of the test. The class of 2006 is the first to be required to pass the 
exam before graduating. 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/16/05, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
Supporters of governor Schwarzenegger's reform initiatives made a special stop in the valley 
today. Fresno mayor Alan Autry and a top education advisor outlined why they're backing the 
three ballot measures. They include proposition 74 which requires teachers to receive tenure 
after five years, instead of two. The next is proposition 76. It puts a cap on how much money 
the state legislature can spend and finally prop 77, which would strip lawmakers power to 
draw congressional and legislative districts, instead giving that responsibility to a panel of 
retired judges. Mayor Autry says all three are needed to improve the state. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/16/05, LENGTH 2:45 MIN., LOCAL 
Ron Clark may be just 33 years old but his "essential 55" the factors listed in his best-selling 
book have taken hold in schools across the country. One of those schools is Miramonte in 
the Clovis Unified school district. Miramonte is known as a title one school or economically 
disadvanteged but for the first time. The school is seeing test scores on par with the rest of 
the state and today as a reward for their efforts. Teachers met one on one with their mentor.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/19/05, LENGTH :29 SEC. , LOCAL 
Students at a special school in the North valley got a visit today from a valley congressman. 
That tops our look at some of the stories making news around the Congressman Dennis 
Cardoza made a stop at Merced's newcomer school for recent Hmong immigrants.  
Congressman Cardoza says the visit was designed to get an idea of how smoothly 
thousands of Hmong children are getting adjusted to the education system in here in the 
United States.   
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/23/05, LENGTH, 2:19 MIN., LOCAL 
All eyes and ears are on Fresno because of the San Francisco symphony's "keeping score" 
program, which seeks to further education through the use of classical music. But third 
graders in Mrs. Gammel's class at Steinbeck elementary also know the story behind the 
composition. Gammel was one of twenty teachers from Fresno County to spend a week with 
the San Francisco symphony this past June. They learned ways to integrate music into their 
subjects. Fresno was selected as the symphony's model program in part because of the 
valley's diversity. What's happening here in Fresno classrooms will be duplicated across the 
country. Congressman Jim Costa helped secure the 1-point-65 million dollar grant for the 
project. The San Francisco symphony would like to reach out to 500 teachers nationwide, the 
first twenty of course coming from Fresno. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/27/05, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Over the next fifteen years, The Merced city school district expects its student population to 
double in size and the district wants to be ready. By this time next year, some students will 
begin classes in a brand new school. The 10 million dollar elementary school is the first to be 



added to the district in eight years. But Merced school officials say this is just the first of 
many schools to be built over the next several years. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/30/05, LENGTH :23 SEC. ,LOCAL 
Hanford residents are meeting tonight to discuss a new education complex. The 140 million 
dollar facility will include a new high school, a sports complex, and a satellite campus for the 
College of Sequoias. Hanford's school district has already passed a 38 million dollar bond 
measure for their portion of project. C-o-s still has to raise their money. Hanford city officials 
expect the facility to be completed in 25 years. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 9/06/05, LENGTH 2:08 MIN., LOCAL 
It didn't take long for students to get over their first day of class jitters we found many signing 
up for student organizations and making new friends. The first freshman class at Merced had 
a busy day UC Merced first 1,000 students have nine majors to choose from in the schools of 
engineering, natural sciences, and social sciences, humanities and arts. For the first 
semester classes are being held at castle air force base and in the library. The campus will 
be a construction zone for many years. Over the next five years construction will begin on a 
second engineering building as well as a social science and management building. 
  
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/08/05, LENGTH :16 SEC. LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger will be in the central valley again on behalf of education. 
Just last week, Schwarzenegger was in Merced to tour the new UC campus. Today, he'll be 
visiting Washington Union High school in Easton. The governor will look at the AG shop, 
computer lab, and medical institute. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/09/05, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger visited a valley school that he says, is an example of education 
reform. The governor toured Washington Union High school in Easton, and looked in on 
vocational classes, like wood shop, nursing and computer programming. The governor told 
students they need to pay close attention to math and English, but vocational training could 
lead to good jobs. He says Washington union is a good example of how to teach kids with 
the money available. 
 
HISPANICS TODAY, 7/10/05, 5AM, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 
Segment #3: Learning English on Line: In a first for any internet provider, AOL Latino has 
teamed up with Berlitz Language, Inc. to offer free English language courses online. Time, 
distance and cost seem to be the barriers to learning a new language of now been resolved 
and AOL Latino member can pick up English skills in the comfort of their own home. 
 
HISPANICS TODAY, 7/24/05, 5AM, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 
Segment #2: Chef Amar Santana-The Hottest Item on the Menue: Careers through Culinary 
Arts Program: These days Amar Santana is considered one of the hot new chefs at New 
York City’s trendy Auerole Restaurant; but it didn’t start out that way. His parents enrolled 
him in a high school culinary arts program to keep him out of trouble. An opportunity with the 
Careers through Culinary Arts Program, C-CAP game Amar the chance to flourish. 
Segment #3: Spoons Across America-Getting kids Cooking: Some pint sized chef’s from 
New York City recently hosted a dinner party with the help of some pretty impressive talent: 
New York Mayors Bloomberg’s personal chef at Gracie Mansion. Spoons Across America, 
the event sponsor, is a national organization providing food and nutritional education to 
children and families through classroom, after school and community based program. 
 



HISPANICS TODAY, 8/21/05, 5AM, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 
Mariachi Vargas-World Class Musicians Share Their Skills: Their work spans five 
generations, and their music skills have made them one of the most beloved Mariachi 
Groups in the world. But Mariachi Vargas doesn’t just perform on the stage; they also put 
their skills to work in the classroom. At university sponsored workshops band members help 
instruct aspiring mariachi musicians of all ages. An increasing number of schools are adding 
this traditional musical genre to their curriculum. One college is even planning to offer 
certification in Mariachi as part of its music degree program. 
 
 
 
 
PSA      LENGTH   APRX.AIRED 
 
READ A BOOK    ;30     15 
VISIT YOUR LIBRARY #1   :30      4 
VISIT YOUR LIBRARY #2   :30     38 
HISPANIC HERITGE MO/George  :30     16 
HISPANIC HERITAGE MO/George  :15      5 
HISPANIC HERITAGE MO/MARIE  :30     10 
HISPANIC HERITAGE MO/MARIE  :15     23 
CIVIL WAR REVISITED   :30     87 
CSUF ALUMNI    :15     35 
CSUF ALUMNI    :30     2  
WOMEN’S CONFERENCE   :30     300 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CRIME AND PUBLIC SAFETY 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 9/18/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: California Highway Patrol: Recruitment: Guests include Mike Salas, 
Recruitment Officer, CHP, here to talk about their recruitment program September 22, 2005. 
If you are interested in becoming California Highway Patrol Officer Information about 
applying will be available. 
Segment #2: Fresno Police Chiefs Foundation: Fresno March for Peace: Guests include 
Captain Greg Garner, Commander/Fresno PD/Southwest Policing District and Allen Hodgkin, 
Site Coordinator, Fresno West Weed & Seed. The March for Peace event was established 
two years ago through a community collaborative effort. It has now bloomed into a 
community counter force against drugs and violent crime where “Block Party” events were 
produced under the banner of “Bringing Broken Neighborhoods Back to Life” by collaboration 
comprised of the Fresno Police Department and community and faith based organizations.   
This year’s event will be held Saturday, October 1, 2005 at Grizzlies Stadium from aprx. 
11:AM – 8PM. This event will offer one of the most unique concert events to ever take place 
in Fresno along with a day of wholesome activity designed to bless the entire family. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/14/05, LENGTH :37 SEC. LOCAL 
Fresno community members backed by the Fresno Police Chief are asking that gang 
violence come to an end.  The Chief says within the past two weeks there have been 18 acts 
of gang violence in the city. He cited a shooting last weekend in southwest Fresno that killed 
a 49-year old man. Chief Dyer says gang violence will not be tolerated. He will redirect 
officers to now focus on gang violence. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/15/05, LENGTH 3:29 MIN., LOCAL 
California is among the many states making convicted sex offenders stay in a type of post-
sentence confinement. They are held in what is technically called a mental hospital until state 
doctors can say they are safe release. Ted Rowlands reports on what he found inside.  The 
State of California thinks Alan is still a child molester and a danger to society.  So even 
though he finished his prison term 7 years ago, Alan is still locked up, at the Atascadero 
State Mental Hospital along with 562 other child molesters and rapists, all being held on 
what's called "civil commitment."  
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/23/05, LENGTH :12 SEC. LOCAL 
A southwest Fresno church is hoping a little fun in the sun is a good start to rebuilding the 
surrounding community. They're hoping crime will take a dunk when people know their 



neighbors a little better. So, they got a couple hundred people together today for a carnival-
like event. Church leaders are hoping to send out a message with all the free food and fun.
  
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/21/05, LENGTH :21 SEC. LOCAL 
Tulare county sheriff's deputies arrested two men in connection with a stabbing death late 
last night. Someone reported a fight in progress in Alpaugh and by the time police arrived, a 
17-year-old was dead. The investigation led deputies to 22-year-old John Guerrero, who was 
found in the area and booked on murder charges. They also arrested 19-year-old Jose 
Martinez as an accessory to the crime. 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 7/25/05, LENGTH :45 SEC., LOCAL 
Merced police are holding a press conference on this development into the death of Jackie 
Travis. Merced police says DNA evidence links 38 year old Ronald Ward to the death of 
Jackie Travis. Police say Travis was murdered in her Merced apartment in 2000. The case 
had gone cold until police say DNA found at Travis' crime scene matched DNA evidence in 
the death of a woman at an Arkansas truck stop. But until today they didn't know who that 
DNA belonged to until Merced police received a call from the California Department of 
Justice Forensic Division that identified the man who matched the DNA found at Travis' crime 
scene. Police say ward could be responsible for several other murders including one in 
Modesto. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/26/05, LENGTH 2:14 MIN., LOCAL 
The police department has identified over a dozen goals to improve performance. Goals 
including shorter response times. More community events to build citizen trust and senior 
officers on more patrol. But some council-members say numeric goals which target arrests 
are quotas. And they do not like them. Fresno police had proposed a performance goal of 
increasing traffic citations by 5-percent to cut down on injury car wrecks. Friday, after the 
police officers union had called the goal a quota and took the city to court, the police chief 
scrapped the 5-percent but some city council members are still critical of some proposed 
performance goals for police. Specific traffic ticket increases are off the table. But the chief 
still wants a goal of patrol officers increasing felony arrests by 5-percent.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/27/05, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
A frightening kidnapping in Fresno that ended with a chase in the south valley. Police say a 
19-year-old waitress was kidnapped in Fresno, by 21-year-old Will Calcote. She escaped by 
jumping out of his moving car in north Fresno. Calcote was later spotted in a Bakersfield 
convenience store where he bragged about his crime. A clerk called authorities after a chase 
Calcote's car crashed and he was eventually taken into custody. But he later died in the 
hospital. Inside his car, police found a video recorder, stun gun, ropes, duct tape, and a large 
ax. The case remains under investigation. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/20/05, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 
They are calling this a rush hour rally many of these demonstrators are from the local 
Planned Parenthood office. Many have homemade signs this group says they will only 
support a Supreme Court nominee who believes in upholding the health, safety and privacy 
of women. They have some questions for President Bush's nominee  
John Roberts even though he has not ever publicly said he personally is against a woman's 
right to an abortion. 



 
ACTION NEWS 7/24/05, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
The local branch of a national phone company donated 165-thousand dollars to the tsunami 
relief fund and the Red Cross at an event this afternoon. They did it as part of the safety fair, 
which the Red Cross uses to encourage families to plan for disasters. 
They say the tsunami is a reminder that you should stock up on emergency supplies and 
have a plan in place so your family can get to safer ground in case of an emergency, like a 
wildfire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/28/05, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
The contract with the company that put in the cameras is up soon. The cameras are at three 
intersections and result in about 20-thousand dollars worth of tickets each year. 
The cameras had initial problems getting good photos, but police say they have now 
improved traffic safety. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/28/05, LENGTH 2:13 MIN., LOCAL 
It was field just like this one where a Visalia farm worker was found dead last week. 
Governor Schwarzenegger will submit emergency regulations for farm worker safety and 
local lawmakers got together to discuss a more permanent solution. In sweltering heat farm 
workers and feuding legislators came together to talk about a serious problem. On days just 
like this one - three farm workers have died in the fields this month. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/18/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Our expert on armed robbery offers some troubling insight into the minds of those who 
commit crime. Nine of the 16 armed robberies have occurred this month alone and no arrests 
have been made yet. The threatening images have been captured on tape, which at least 
provides some kind of suspect description. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/20/05, LENGTH :53 SEC., LOCAL 
A months-long crime spree may be over after Fresno officers track robbery suspects to 
Goshen. We saw live pictures from the scene as investigators continue to comb through the 
evidence. Two men are in the hospital and authorities say they may be the serial robbers 
responsible for more than a dozen hits at convenience stores. The Tulare County Sheriff's 
department says Fresno officers followed the suspects to the Goshen Exxon. They saw the 
men go inside the store with weapons. When the two suspects came out, the officers 
identified themselves, but the suspects drew their weapons. Fresno officers then shot them 
and both men are at local hospitals. One in critical condition and the other is in stable 
condition. No officers were taken to the hospital. The suspects are identified as 21-year old 
Tao Yang and 18-year old Ger Yang.  
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/23/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Tulare County has now driven ahead of Fresno on the list of the cities with the highest rate of 
car thefts. The Visalia-Tulare-Porterville area ranked seventh, passing Fresno at ninth. For a 
second year in a row, Modesto is number one, according to the study by the National 
Insurance Crime Bureau. In all, seven California cities made the top ten lists. 



 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/25/05, LENGTH 2:33 MIN., LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger sent his get tough on crime message to Fresno. He wants a 
sexual predator and control act that will help keep violent sexual offenders from ever acting 
out again. If it passes it will be perhaps the strictest such law in the country.  
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/256/05, LENGTH :37 SEC., LOCAL 
There's still no justice for the northwest Fresno restaurant owner who was beaten and whose 
family was kidnapped almost two years ago. The three young men who pleaded guilty to the 
crime stood together today in court. Roy Carter was on the left and Bobby Jones in the 
middle and Cory White on the right. In a plea deal, they admitted to beating restaurant 
owner, Higinio Castillo, then kidnapping him and his family while robbing them. Now, Roy 
Carter wants to change his guilty plea and since the three made the deal. It would potentially 
change it for the other two defendants. Bobby Jones' attorney says it's not what his client 
wanted. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/16/05, LENGTH 1:52 MIN., LOCAL 
Cold remedies like actifed and sudifed are common in home medicine cabinets. But now, 
Fresno county leaders want them kept behind the store counter. But is the ephedrine that's 
boiled down to make local meth really coming from retail stores? In years past, the answer 
was usually "no. Large supplies of pseudo-ephedrine found in the valley's notorious meth 
super-labs were often smuggled across borders, "not" stolen from stores. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/16/05, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Child safety advocates have a number of tips for parents to keep their kids safe around 
parked cars. They include keeping your vehicle locked at all times, even when it's in the 
garage to prevent children from getting inside. Never leave car keys within reach of your 
children. Teach your kids to never play in or around cars and when a child is missing, check 
all vehicles and trunks immediately. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/19/05, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 
The city of Fresno is expanding its fire service into Fig Garden in a move the area's fire 
protection district says will mean a big boost in safety. The city says it will place three 
firefighters in fire station 80 at all times, instead of two, like the county has provided. 
City firefighters are also closer to Fig Garden than county firefighters, so they can quickly 
provide backup. The Fresno city council will vote on the deal Tuesday, but the agreement is 
expected to pass easily. The move would be effective on January first. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/29/05, LENGTH :30 SEC. , LOCAL 
New information tonight on the murder of a young woman found yesterday in Fresno's 
Roeding Park. Police have identified the woman as 27 year old Dulce Perez. Her body was 
found early Sunday morning in the northwest part of the park by a passerby. Police aren't 
saying how the Fresno mother was killed, but they do believe she was murdered at the park 
while it was closed. Coming up on a special edition of Action News, the big changes 
announced today to improve safety at the park. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/30/05, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
A Fresno city councilmember is hoping he can lead by example as he takes the safety of 
children into his own hands. For the past week Fresno city councilmember Larry Westerlund 
has been helping kids at Wishon elementary school get to class safely. The volunteer center 



of Fresno county says 45 of the district's 65 schools don't have crossing guards. The 
councilman hopes his example will bring in more volunteers. 
 
AM LIVE SATURDAY, 9/10/05, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
A suspect in an attempted murder case in Madera County has been brought back to the 
valley.  It's taken Madera County more than a year to get Joseph Patrick booth extradited 
from Nevada. Booth is accused of breaking into a home in July of last year and terrorizing a 
Madera family.  He was captured in Reno where he was also wanted for another crime. He's 
expected in court on Monday. 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/13/05, LENGTH :28 SEC. , LOCAL 
Fresno police need your help to solve the city's latest murder. A convenience store clerk was 
killed in late night hold-up in southeast Fresno. It happened around 11-15 last nights at the 
"quick pick" store on Peach and Olive. Officers got a call of a robbery and found the clerk 
injured. He died a short time later. Police won't say if the crime is related to a recent string of 
robberies or if any money was taken. Officers say they're looking for two men as suspects.  
 
ACTION NEWS 9/14/05, LENGTH :27 SEC. ,LOCAL  
Rainey Aggerson's family says he was well-respected in his neighborhood and known by 
many as "Uncle Rainey. "Detectives found car parts at the scene of the hit and run, including 
a broken mirror. They believe the car was likely a small to mid-size model. If you have any 
information, you're asked to call Fresno police. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/13/05, LENGTH :36 SEC., LOCAL 
The flooding disaster in New Orleans could happen here in California if a levee failed in the 
Sacramento delta. PG & E stores natural gas in a facility there and there are concerns an 
earthquake could break the levee and the pipeline, crippling the state's economy. PG & E 
wants to build a new pipeline as a backup system and plans to go ahead with the project 
without approval from the public utilities commission. The utility says the situation is critical 
enough action needs to be taken now. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/14/05, LENGTH 2:31 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno Unified was facing a lawsuit from a parent who says cries that her child was being 
bullied were ignored. Instead of going to court the district is being pro-active with plans to 
implement a tougher anti-bullying policy. Seventh and eighth graders are learning how to be 
leaders at their Fresno middle school, but even they have had their own experience with 
being bullies. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/11/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
When a Mother Secretly Thinks About Killing Her Children: Her baby is ten months old and 
she thought of stabbing her. Then, another women had three boys and did the unimaginable. 
And a husband never saw it coming, when a mother secretly thinks of killing her children on 
this episode of Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/13/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah Goes to Prison: The Pastor Who Killed His Wife: Scott Peterson was found guilty, 
Mark Hacking, charged with murder. Why do husbands kill? Oprah goes to prison, face-to-
face with the pastor who murdered his wife. On of Oprah’s quests was attacked by her 



husband and stabbed over fifty times and survived. Her children did not. These stories all on 
this episode of Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/19/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Coming Face-To-Face With Your Attacker: A mother is raped and murdered. Her daughter 
turns to the killer for answers. The, a hit man and his target face-to-face on this episode of 
Oprah. 
 
 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/21/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Exclusive: Tracey Gold Convicted of Drunk Driving: Actress Tracey Gold is arrested, 
handcuffed and jailed. A convicted felon, she tells her story on this exclusive episode of 
Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/22/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Lisa Ling goes to Prison: A Shocking Report: Lisa Ling goes to prison, chilling report. And, 
could you survive behind bars? Real moms locked up. A bold experiment on this episode of 
Oprah. 
 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/28/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Pathological Liars Confess: Her baby stopped breathing, her daughter had cancer. A Mother 
of two made it all up. Now she is here to tell the truth. Or is she? Her former friends don’t buy 
it as a pathological liar confesses. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 8/02/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
When The One You Love is a Pedophile: We see a video of a rapist stalking his next young 
victim. The man on the tape is a women’s husband. Then, she was married to a man who 
raped her son for years. And one of the most chilling confessions Oprah has ever heard. 
What all parents need to hear on this episode of Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 8/12/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Exclusive: Clara Harris, The Woman Who Ran Over Her Cheating Husband: An exclusive as 
Oprah is on location from prison as she speaks to Clara Harris, the Texas dentist who ran 
over and killed her cheating husband. 
 
OPRAH WINFRY, 9/28/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1HOUR SYNDICATION 
The Atlanta Spree Killer: You saw the headlines. Seven hours of terror as a single mom held 
captive by the Atlanta spree killer. Details you’ve never heard. Tied up, terrified, her shocking 
admission. Ashley Smith, the first in-depth interview. 
 
OPRAH WINREY, 9/30/05, 4PM, LENGT 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oscar Winner Charlize Theron on Sexual Harassment: Oscar winner Charlize Theron about 
the love of her life! Then this next story will leave you stunned. What made this woman a 
target on today’s Oprah. 
 
PSA     LENGTH    APRX. AIRED 
 
MARJOREE MASON   :30     58 
DRUNK DRIVING   :30     10 



CASA VOLUNTEERS   :30                                                       30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HEALTH CARE ISSUES FOR THE VALLEY 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 7/03/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: Exceptional Parents Unlimited: 15th Annual Fiesta de los Ninos: Guests include 
Marion Karian, Executive Director EPU and Kelly Fourchy, Member of the Board of Directors, 
Co-Chair Fiesta: Fiesta de los Ninos is the signature fundraising event for Exceptional 
Parents Unlimited. Each year, EPU serves over 3,000 children and families with special 
needs through early intervention, family support, parent education and training and child 
abuse prevention services. Community support is essential in continuing their mission to 
provide quality services with caring and compassion. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 7/10/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #2: Central California Blood Center: Pint-For-Pint Blood Drive: Guests include 
Laurie Dickerson/Special Events Coordinator and Chris Sorensen, Director of Community 
Relations and Development: ABC30 is a proud sponsor of the Central California Blood 
Center Pint-For-Pint blood drive being held on August 5th & 6th. It’s called the coolest events 
in town as you get a pint of Baskin Robbins ice cream if you will take a little time out of your 
day and donate blood. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 7/10/50, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: American Red Cross: Save a Family Campaign: Guests include Ellen 
Schneider, Executive Director: The Summer Kick off of the America Red Cross called “Save 
a Family Campaign” the funding for this campaign will help with three core services including 
Disaster Services, CPR/First Aid classes and military communication. 
Segment #4: Centro la Familia Advocacy Services: Night of Jazz. Guests include Sandra 
Torrez, Advocate, Centro La Familia and Manuel Romero, Board Member. The Night of Jazz 
is a great opportunity for networking with more than 300 professionals and community 
representatives are expected to attend. Support for this event helps Centro La Familia 
Advocacy continue to provide services to families and children, the elderly and the disabled 
of all ethnic groups, as they have don for the past 32 years. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 08/21/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1 & #2 Children’s Hospital Foundation: Harvest Ball: An Evening in Tuscany 



Guests include Robert Dimand, MD and Marylynne Kelts, Co-Chair. They are on this episode 
of Valley Focus to tell viewers about some special kids at Children’s Hospital Central 
California and what one group of volunteers are doing to raise money for the hospital. The 
event is called the “Harvest Ball” and its proceeds will benefit Children’s Hospital Central 
California. It's time to buy your tickets for the 9th Annual Harvest Ball, “An Evening in 
Tuscany.”On an enchanting autumn evening in the heartland of the world, our region’s most 
notable persons will gather to enjoy fine wine, decadent foods, and one another’s company 
at the magical Tweed residence. All proceeds will benefit Children’s Hospital Central 
California. The 2005 Harvest Ball is scheduled for Saturday, September 17.  
 
 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 08/21/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #4: Arthritis Foundation-Fresno: Arthritis Walk: Guests include Le Ann Erl, 
Executive Director. The Arthritis Walk is the Arthritis Foundation’s annual nationwide event 
that raises awareness and funds to fight arthritis, the nation’s leading cause of disability. It is 
a tremendous opportunity to impact the lives of 70 million men, women and children with 
arthritis or chronic joint symptoms. Get your company involved or recruit friends and family 
members to form a team.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 9/11/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1 #2 Children’s Hospital Central California: Raise The Roof: Guests include Diana 
Dooley, General Council, Sr. VP, Government Relations and George Murphy, Sr. VP Co-
Owner Coldwell Banker Dan Blough  Associates and Gary Gomes, Jr. Owner, Elite Custom 
Homes. Coldwell Banker Dan Blough & Associates, Elite Custom Homes and ABC30 are 
Raising The Roof For Children’s Hospital of Central California. Over the next 10 months a 
vacant lot will have a new home on it and the proceeds for the sale will go to Children’s 
Hospital Central California. The funds for Raising The Roof for Children’s support children 
and families throughout the Valley and support further excellence at the Hospital. The 
Hospital continues to offer some of the best pediatric health care offered anywhere in the 
nation, right her in our own backyard. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 9/18/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Children’s Hospital Central California Foundation: “An Evening Under the Stars” 
Benefiting the Heart Center at CHCC. Guests include John McDougal, Father, Mallory, 
Jennifer McDougal, Mother, Mallory. An Evening Under The Stars is a fundraising event that 
features dinner, dancing, an opportunity drawing for fantastic prizes, and live and silent 
auctions. Proceeds from this event benefit the Heart Center at Children’s Hospital Central 
California. Our 2004 event had more than 300 people in attendance, being the two year 
fundraising total to more than 42,000. The third annual An Evening Under the Stars will be 
held October 1, 2005 at Coombs Riverbend Ranch in Madera. Sponsorship of An Evening 
Under The Stars will make a difference in the lives of many pediatric cardiology patients 
served by Children’s Hospital of Central California. 

 
AM LIVE, 5AM, 7/01/05, LENGTH :33 SEC. LOCAL 
Starting today, the state prison system will be snuffing out cigarettes. A new law will ban 
smoking for inmates and prison employees. The assemblyman predicts the ban would 
eventually save California at least 265-million dollars a year in cigarette related healthcare 
costs. But some critics worry a smoking ban would cause tensions to rise. Prison officials say 
half of California's prison population, smokes. There will be classes offered to help inmates 
kick the habit. 



 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 7/02/A05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN.,LOCAL 
The San Joaquin valley is one of the poorest areas of the state. In fact there are twice as 
many people in the valley living below the poverty level than in any other part of California.  
Doctors here receive less reimbursement from Medi-Cal than the state's larger cities. For that 
reason fewer and fewer doctors want to practice rural medicine, or those that want to can’t. 
Since Halderman is currently the only full time surgeon in Selma and sees patients from Kern 
to Madera county. She hates the idea of having to close down. She has suggested to state 
lawmakers they revamp what Medi-Cal will cover and what it will not.  For instance breast 
cancer screenings for women under 40 are not covered, weight loss surgery and cosmetic 
dentistry are. 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/06/05, LENGTH 2:02 MIN., LOCAL 
After a long weekend of negotiations, there’s finally a state budget five days after the fiscal 
year started. Among the highlights are no new taxes and no new borrowing. It will cut the 
budget deficit from 15-billion to 5-billion dollars and spends a record 61-billion dollars on 
education. Action News Capital Bureau Chieff Nannette Miranda reports why some groups 
say the new budget agreement still isn't enough. It’s the same for transportation. The 
gasoline sales tax money and 1.3 billion dollars in unexpected revenue will jumpstart 
neglected road projects, but officials say not enough to cut commute times significantly. And, 
the blind, aged and disabled will not see their cost of living increases their public assistance 
for three months. 
 
ACTION NEWS 7/21/05, LENGTH  2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
There are over 130-thousand people in Tulare on MediCal. And for many of them this clinic is 
the only place they can see the doctor. Thanks to some new technology this clinic has 
become a gateway to some of the best doctors in the state. Three year old Jalen McQuiller is 
visiting the dermatologist today. It's called telemedicine. A new technology that uses live 
video feeds to give patients in poor communities’ access to specialized healthcare. Using 
telemedicine Tulare county patients can access the top doctors in the state. Health officials 
say it helps to solve one of their biggest problems. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM,  7/22/05 LENGTH 2:00 MIN, LOCAL 
When children are sick or injured they can come here to children's hospital. For some, their 
conditions could have been prevented if they had medical attention early on. The reality is 
many families won't go to the doctor because they don't have insurance. Action News anchor 
Liz Harrison shows us the plan to give every child in Fresno county health coverage. For 
hundreds of babies and older children in Fresno county,  
regular check-ups never happen even sick visits to the doctor don't happen because 
thousands of families simply can't afford it. Families like this one who asked not to be 
identified. Oberto is married with two children. He works, for minimum wage making just 380 
dollars a week. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/01/05, LENGTH :24 SEC. LOCAL 
With a 95 percent vote Fresno unified teachers have approved their new contract. 
The deal will wipe out Fresno Unified's 19 million dollar deficit and prevent a state takeover. 
The agreement will balance the budget for the next three years address long-term health 
care costs and restore some campus programs. Teachers will get a cost of living increase 
and for the first time will have a say in how the districts health care plan is managed. 



 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/02/05, LENGTH 1:44 MIN., LOCAL 
About 400-thousand people in the U.S. Suffer from diabetes and many will need dialysis.  
But as health care costs continue to rise and the number of patients continues to grow, 
guaranteed federal benefits that once paid for dialysis may not be enough. Angela Hancock 
was diagnosed with a rare kidney disease at the age of eleven. Now at 36, after two failed 
kidney transplants, she spends four hours a day, three days a week in dialysis while waiting 
for another kidney.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/05/05, LENGTH 2:10 MIN., LOCAL 
A shocking report from the inspector general of the Department of Health and Human 
Sservices shows how easy it can be for illegal immigrants to receive medicaid in violation of 
the law. Medicaid is a 300-billion dollar a year health-care program funded by the federal 
government and individual states that's supposed to be limited to US citizens. But only four 
states including New Hampshire, New York, Montana and Texas require Medicaid applicants 
to actually prove they are citizens. According to a report by the health and human services 
department's inspector general, 47 states allow medicaid benefits with a simple signed 
declaration of Citizenship. And most of those don't do any follow-up audits to determine if an 
applicant is telling the truth. That means the nation's largest public health program. Offering 
everything from prescription drugs to long term care is vulnerable to fraud by illegal Aliens. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/05/05, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
More Americans are finding places to work. The Labor Department says US employers 
added 207-thousand jobs in July. Retail businesses, health care and construction companies 
all saw some of the largest increases. It's the biggest jump in employment since April. The 
average worker's hourly wage also went up about half a percent. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/06/05, LENGTH :15 SEC. LOCAL 
People in west Fresno county are about to have a new option for health care. United Health 
Centers" unveiled its new clinic in Kerman. The 18-thousand square foot facility includes an 
on-site pharmacy, plus x-ray and dental services that were not available at the old clinic. The 
clinic is set to open a week from Monday. It's expected to serve more than 12-thousand 
people in Kerman and nearby communities. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/07/05, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
No health insurance often means no health care for a lot of people in the valley. But 
yesterday hundreds got some free help at a clinic. More than 500 people came out to the 
fourth annual "neighbors in health" clinic in Fresno. Healthcare workers volunteered their 
time offering free dental and eye exams Check-ups and even hair-cuts. Doctors say many 
people who are uninsured often wait until it's too late to get help for a health problem. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/12/05, LENGTH 2:49 MIN. LOCAL 
New Medicare prescription drug benefits are available at the beginning of next year and 
many valley residents could save thousands of dollars enrollment for the new program 
begins November 15th. The government says it'll save the average person fifty percent on 



prescription drugs. But you will have to pay monthly premiums and the later you sign up, the 
higher those premiums will get. In fact, if you miss the first signup period, the monthly fees 
will go up about one percent for every month you wait to sign up. Action news reporter 
Gerrick Brenner has details on what the white house is doing to get more people signed up 
early. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 6PM, 8/20/05, LENGTH :27 SEC. LOCAL 
Health workers volunteered their services for a back-to-school health fair just west of 
downtown Fresno today. The kids got health screenings, eye exams, haircuts and even 
some school supplies, all for free. West Fresno was recently ranked one of the worst areas in 
the country when it comes to access to health care. 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/25/05, LENGTH :11 SEC., LOCAL  
Officials with the Fresno Unified School District ratified the new contract with teachers they 
hope will help the district recover from a long-standing budget deficit. The agreement 
increases class sizes and caps health care costs 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 9/08/05, LENGTH 2;15 MIN., LOCAL 
It's a disturbing statistic. Fresno is the number-one city in America for illegal drug-injection 
use according to a 2004 study by the journal of urban health. The Fresno county grand jury 
says to reduce the spread of disease a legal needle exchange needs to be established. An 
Action News investigation took you to an underground, illegal exchange last November and 
now supporters are being backed by a woman who's waging a battle of her own. Charlie 
keeps Debra Whitaker's spirits up.  Whitaker was diagnosed with ovarian cancer five years 
ago and says her doctor told her its terminal.  Her wish when she passes away is to donate 
her supply of about 60 syringes to the Fresno needle exchange. You see Debra's also 
diabetic and must inject her with insulin three times a day. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 9/13/05, LENGTH 2:14 MIN., LOCAL 
A study designed to help you pick the right doctor for yourself and your family has been 
released.  Action News Capitol Bureau Chief Nannette Miranda has a closer look at what's 
working well for the state's HMO’s and where they're failing their patients.    
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 7/14/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Hooked on Plastic Surgery at Age 28: A women who had twenty six surgeries and is only 
twenty eight. Her addiction to plastic surgery included nose, breast, cheeks and more. Then, 
a man who says if his wife gets one more “lipo”, his is gone. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 8/16/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
How Much Weight Has Kristie Alley Lost? Her goal is to lose seventy pounds. Kristie Alley on 
the temptations, the highs, and the lows. Plus an update on her love life! How much weight 
has she lost and how she is doing it? Then an update on a woman that last three hundred 
pounds as her dramatic transformation continues. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 8/19/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
When You’re The Fat One in The Family: This woman weighs four hundred and twenty 
pounds, her twin sister weighs only one hundred twenty pounds. We hear dramatic 
confessions as these people are humiliated because they are fat. 
 



OPRAH WINFREY, 8/29/05, 3PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Insider’s Secrets To Make You Younger and Healthier: Get Younger and get healthier. Inside 
secrets to turn back the clock on aging. How to reduce your cancer risk by fifty percent and 
three things to do in the bathroom. Plus the number one anti-aging food. Then newest, latest, 
most critical information.. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 9/14/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Too Ugly To Live: Backstage we saw a women who is too terrified to show her face. A Man 
who look in the mirror and sees a monster. A Startling disorder inside the lives of people who 
feel too ugly to live. And people who are addicted to plastic surgery. 
 
 
 
OPRAH WINFREY 9/16/06, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
When you’re Indentical Twin Has a Sex Change: In Twenty years, this is a subject Oprah has 
never done. Meet Identical twins Brenda and Bonnie, but Bonnie is now Aidan. When your 
identical twin has a sex change. 
 
HISPANICS TODAY, 7/17/05, 5 AM, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 
Segment #3 & 4: Diet Challenge-One Mom Gets Serious About Her Kid’s Health: Vivian 
Cook sees her three kids becoming overweight and doesn’t want them to suffer the same 
fate as other Latinos: Almost 75 percent of the Hispanic population is overweight. Vivian 
enlisted the help of a registered dietitian and as an added incentive, she and her husband 
promised the children a trip to Universal Studios if the lost ten pounds.  
Part 2: After assessing the family’s eating habits, registered dietitian Sylvia Melendez Klinger 
designed a reasonable strategy that the family could stick with and improve on over time. 
The first step was encouraging them to eat more meals at home so they could have better 
control of their calorie intake. 
 
HISPANICS TODAY, 8/28/05, 5AM, LENGTH :30 MIN, SYNDICATION 
Segment #2: Active, Healthy Lifestyles-Easy Ways To Lower Calories and Stay Fit:  
As we battle the epidemic of obesity, a few small tips can tip the scales in the right direction. 
We take you into the kitchen to show you a few quick, low-fat snacks including a low-cal 
punch with diet drinks to satisfy your hunger when you come home from work or school. And 
no story on healthy living is complete without tips to work exercise into your life for you and 
your kids. 
 
PSA                                                             LENGTH    APRX.AIRED 
WOMEN’S HEALTH: CANCER                       :30        3 
ABC 30 BLOOD DRIVE                                   :30       100 
ARTHRITIS WALK                                           :15       36 
ARTHRITIS WALK                                           :30                               29 
RED CROSS                                                    :30                                           200 
MAKE A WISH                                                 :20        4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ECONOMIC / EMPLOYMENT 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 9/18/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: California Highway Patrol: Recruitment: Guests include Mike Salas, 
Recruitment Officer, CHP, here to talk about their recruitment program September 22, 2005. 
If you are interested in becoming California Highway Patrol Officer Information about 
applying will be available. 
Segment #2: Fresno Police Chiefs Foundation: Fresno March for Peace: Guests include 
Captain Greg Garner, Commander/Fresno PD/Southwest Policing District and Allen Hodgkin, 
Site Coordinator, Fresno West Weed & Seed. The March for Peace event was established 
two years ago through a community collaborative effort. It has now bloomed into a 
community counter force against drugs and violent crime where “Block Party” events were 
produced under the banner of “Bringing Broken Neighborhoods Back to Life” by collaboration 
comprised of the Fresno Police Department and community and faith based organizations.   
This year’s event will be held Saturday, October 1, 2005 at Grizzlies Stadium from aprx 
11:AM – 8PM. This event will offer one of the most unique concert events to ever take place 
in Fresno along with a day of wholesome activity designed to bless the entire family. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 7/11/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Hilda Medrano will be a freshman this fall at Roosevelt High in Fresno, although she got 
good grades, she didn't always understand or like math. Hilda is joining 150 other students 
from Fresno schools at this two week long science and engineering academy at Fresno 
State, it's designed to get more kids interested in the a field that too few young people are 
choosing Jerry Valadez with Fresno Unified says may be one out of every six hundred 
students in the valley graduate with a degree in math and science. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 7/11/05, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Visalia has been chosen as the west coast distribution hub for one of the largest apparel 
companies in the country. Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger helped Vanity Fair Corporation 
announce today that it will open an 8-hundred thousand a square foot facility in Visalia’s 
industrial park by next year. The company makes everything from wrangler jeans to 
Northface apparel. The city says the six billion dollar company will bring more than 350 new 
jobs to the area. 



 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 7/14/05, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
The border patrol has added 12-hundred agents since 9-11.  Congress has approved 
another 15-hundred next fiscal year. But the agency is struggling to fill even half that number 
of jobs and this month started a recruiting campaign.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 7/21/05, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The regional jobs initiative has been battling the valley's legendary high unemployment rate 
and trying to put more people to work in good jobs. But the construction boom has done what 
local leaders have long been unable to do. Fresno County's unemployment rate was at 8-
point-1-percent in May, meaning a drop of 1-point-8-percent from a year ago. Action News 
reporter Ashlee Tate joins us with why now may be the best time to take unemployment 
numbers even lower.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 7/12/05, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Construction has been the key to a recent dip in unemployment and the regional jobs 
initiative says the timing is right to bring the numbers even lower. Until the recent 
construction boom the job market had been somewhat stagnet. RJI leaders are still working 
to bring in higher paying jobs and train workers to fill already open slots. But there is a 
concern: is the valley's employment drop too closely tied to the hot housing market?  
 
 ACTIO NEWS 6:30PM, 7/27/05, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
A private company wants to grow the airport to 800-thousand square feet, including big 
hangars for corporate jets and a flight training academy. Fresno mayor Alan Autry says the 
project will make downtown Fresno more accessible to corporate executives and it will bring 
high quality jobs to the central valley. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/22/05, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Mega-store Wal-mart will build a new distribution center in the north valley and business 
officials say it won't hurt their neighbors to the south. Wal-mart will build the center in Merced 
within the next two years. It will create at least 600 jobs. Wal-mart already has three 
distribution centers in California, including one in Porterville.  Business officials there say the 
center has been a huge boost to the local economy over the last 14 years. 
 
ACTION NEWS 4PM, 8/22/05, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
The first day of school also means the return of sweet sounds from dozens of Fresno 
schools. The valley's largest school district reinstated one of its largest programs today:  the 
music program. Fresno unified is spending three million dollars to fund music. 
Twelve-thousand elementary students will participate and 21- teachers who lost their music 
jobs have been reinstated. Action News anchor Dale Yurong joins us with the challenges still 
ahead before the music begins. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 8/23/05, LENGTH :23 SEC. LOCAL 
Tulare County decided today to change the way it hires new sheriff's deputies. 
In the past, new deputies would first serve three years in the local jails before being 
promoted to patrol. Sheriff's officials say the practice resulted in high turnover. Now, deputies 
will be hired specifically for patrol or the jails. The change is expected to quickly help fill 25 
jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/23/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 



Fresno airport officials think the Mexicana flights from Guadalajara and Mexico City will 
initially create 69 new jobs in Fresno and add almost 9-million dollars to the local economy. 
Mexicana will also begin service to "Bakersfield" in the months to come and "kern county" is 
expected to offer similar incentives. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 8/24/05, LENGTH 2:08 MIN., LOCAL 
The Federal committee deciding on military base closures has a lot of work ahead before its 
Friday deadline. The commission hasn't voted on our local bases yet, but locations in the 
central valley are actually expected to grow. The Fresno Air National Guard could gain a total 
of 57 military personnel and 254-civilians. Lemoore Naval Air Station is expected to end up 
with five more military personnel positions and 35-civilian jobs. ABC’s Lauren Rogers shows 
us which cities around the country will be losing jobs. 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 8/24/05, LENGTH :38 SEC. LOCAL 
Some eager shoppers in the south valley had a hard time making their way into the newest 
and largest Wal-mart in the state. The brand new Wal-mart in Dinuba opened it's doors to the 
public this morning. It's expected to generate up to 400-thousand dollars a year in sales tax 
revenue as well as 400 new jobs. Many residents are pleased with the new store, but mom 
and pop shops may find Wal-mart's huge selection and low prices tough to beat. The new 
store is not a super center yet. Wal-mart says it will expand in the next couple of years. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 8/25/05, LENGTH :20 SEC. LOCAL 
One requirement for conditional release is, they have to go back to the county of their 
domicile. If they came from Fresno County, they'll stay in Fresno county but if they came 
from some other county, they've got to go back there. Coalinga hospital is the first state 
prison to be built in California in 50 years. It will eventually create 2-thousand new jobs in the 
area. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 8/25/05, LENGTH 2:07 MIN., LOCAL 
In the coming weeks thousands of tons of valley grapes will be crushed to make wine. 
The smell, of fermenting grapes carries for miles. The air pollution control district says the 
same organic chemicals making the smell, are polluting the air. The rules are still being 
drawn up. The goal is to give wineries three years to comply. And wineries could get a break 
by cleaning up pollution from their vehicles, and other pollution sources to offset the pollution 
from their plants.  
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 8/26/05, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
A small Kern county town may soon be getting thousands of new residents, thanks to the 
Brac commission. China Lake Naval Weapons Center is just outside Ridgecrest. 
The federal base realignment and closure commission recommended 19-hundred jobs are 
added to the center. Yesterday's decision still has to be approved by president bush and 
congress. Meantime, people in South Dakota had reason to cheer. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 9/06/05, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
A proposed Madera county casino will create hundreds of local construction jobs. 
The north fork tribe made an agreement with the Fresno, Madera, Kings, and Tulare counties 
trades council to build the new casino north of Madera on highway 99. The 250-million dollar 



resort will have 200 hotel rooms and two-thousand slot machines. Officials say it will only 
help unemployment numbers in the county. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 9/07/05, LENGTH 1:44 MIN., LOCAL 
Students at UC Merced are half way through their first week of classes.  The school is the 
economic engine many Merced businesses are banking on. Action News North Valley 
Bureau Chief Katie Hammer tells us if downtown Merced is beginning to cash in on the influx 
of students. UC Merced has already created more than 26-hundred jobs in the central valley 
and here in downtown Merced. Store owners say it didn’t take long for them to reap the 
economic benefits from UC Merced's first class of students 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/08/05, LENGTH :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger came to the valley to tout his plans for reforming education in 
California. The governor toured Washington Union High School in Easton, taking a strong 
interest in vocational education classes, like wood shop, nursing and computer skills. 
Governor Schwarzenegger told students they need to pay close attention to math and 
English, but vocational training may be their ticket to higher paying jobs. And governor 
Schwarzenegger says Washington Union is a good example of how to teach kids without 
spending a ton of money. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/13/05, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 
One of Clovis' largest employers has plans to bring even more jobs to the valley. 
Pelco has been given the option by the Clovis City Council to buy 28 acres next to its 
headquarters off Peach Avenue. Company officials expect to build on the land in the coming 
years. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/14/05, LENGTH :41 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/`15/05, LENGTH :41 SEC. ,LOCAL 
Parlier city residents say their town has had its share of growing pains but are turning things 
around. Tonight they shared some of their concerns with action news managers during an 
ABC30 Listens meeting. We heard about plans for a new industrial park that could bring over 
100 jobs to the area. And a new medical center that will include the city's first Pharmacy. A 
big concern for residents is education and they are looking for ways to improve test scores 
and decrease teen pregnancy rates. You'll be seeing those stories and others in the coming 
days here on action news. ABC 30 listens is coming to Clovis on October 18 at the Clovis 
city council chambers. 
 
HISPANICS TODAY, 7/24/05, 5AM, LENGTH :30 MIN., SYNDICATION 
Segment #2: Chef Amar Santana-The Hottest Item on the Menue: Careers Through Culinary 
Arts Program: These days Amar Santana is considered one of the hot new chefs at New 
York City’s trendy Auerole Restaurant; but it didn’t start out that way. His parents enrolled 
him in a high school culinary arts program to keep him out of trouble. An opportunity with the 
Careers through Culinary Arts Program, C-CAP game Amar the chance to flourish. 
Segment #3: Spoons Across America-Getting kids Cooking: Some pint sized chef’s from 
New York City recently hosted a dinner party with the help of some pretty impressive talent: 
New York Mayors Bloomberg’s personal chef at Gracie Mansion. Spoons Across America, 



the event sponsor, is a national organization providing food and nutritional education to 
children and families through classroom, after school and community based program. 
 
 
 
PSA    LENGTH    APRX.AIRED 
 
UNITED WAY      :30     38 
POVERELLO HOUSE               :30     41 
CASA VOLUNTEERS     :30     30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HURRICANE RELIEF/ IMPACT 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 9/25/05, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Hurricane Katrina & Young Viewers: 1:39 Min.: Hurricane Katrina has caused a terrible 
hardship for the people of New Orleans and the Gulf Coast. But Katrin’s victims also include 
the young, impressionable viewers who live far from the Gulf, but have seen endless 
newscasts showing suffering and death. 

 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 8/31/05, LENGTH :18 SEC. LOCAL 
More valley volunteers are heading to the gulf coast. Linda and Gerry Garner of Mariposa 
picked up their instructions and flight itinerary from the Merced Red Cross and left for 
Louisiana this afternoon. Gary has helped with disaster relief before, but this is the first time 
the couple has gone together to help those in need. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 8/31/05, LENGTH :32 SEC. ,LOCAL 
Hurricane Katrina is now being felt in the wallets of every American at the gas pump. 
The average price for a gallon of regular unleaded gas in Fresno today was 2- dollars- 87 
cents. But many stations are already charging more than three dollars a gallon exactly one 
month ago, the price was 2- 58. This time last year, the average for a gallon of regular 
unleaded was 2 dollars, 11 cents. Action news anchor Gene Haagenson is live in central 
Fresno with how long we may have to pay these record high prices. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM,. 8/31/05, LENGTH :38 SEC. ,LOCAL 
The Fresno-Madera Red Cross chapter announced tonight that five more volunteers are on 
their way to New Orleans. As are critical supplies for the thousands left homeless. 
The National Guard presence will reach 20-thousand by the weekend. The president said 5-
point -4 million "ready to eat" meals are on the way also three and half million gallons of 
water and almost three and half tons of ice as well as thousands of tarps, blankets and cots. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM,  9/09/05, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Stay with ABC-30 for continuing coverage of "Hurricane Katrina: State of Emergency." 



If you'd like to donate to the hurricane relief efforts, call 1-800-help now. So far, charities 
have collected nearly 700 million dollars in donations, but the Red Cross alone expects to 
need more than a billion dollars.  For more information, log on to our website, at ABC 30.com 
 
AM LIVE SUNDAY, 8PM, 9/11/05, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
The Red Cross is asking for 40-thousand more volunteers to step forward in the hurricane 
recovery effort. The agency says about ten-thousand volunteers are rotated out of relief 
efforts every three weeks and more are needed to take their places. Right now the Red 
Cross is helping about 160-thousand evacuees nationwide. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 9/19/05, LENGTH :17 SEC. , LOCAL 
Hundreds of cots that were set up inside Fresno's Selland arena for hurricane victims and 
been taken down. The city put them away because of a concert scheduled for later this 
week. So far, all the evacuees who have come to the city on their own and are staying with 
friends or family members. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/19/05, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
Some hurricane victims starting a new life here in the valley are getting more than just 
support from their new neighbors they're getting a new set of wheels. The First Baptist 
church of Clovis gave some hurricane victims refurbished cars so they can get around town. 
One of the survivors who got a car is a former university of New Orleans student who is now 
attending Fresno State. She was invited to the church where they surprised her with the 
keys. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 9/12/05, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
While across the country people remembered 9-11, others honored the sacrifices of military 
families from the valley. Veterans joined cadets from Lemoore to present the colors at the 
National Guard armory in Fresno. It was part of an event called "United we Stand." 
Organizers set up different booths for the families of servicemen and women. 
One mother says she's on her own while her husband helps with relief efforts on the gulf 
coast. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 9/19/05, LENGTH :14 SEC. LOCAL 
Another central valley church has been busy collecting donations of hurricane victims. 
The central valley "church of god in Christ" loaded up supplies yesterday. They'll be headed 
to Lexington Mississippi to help evacuees. Volunteers loaded up towels, bedding, and food 
into three semi-trailers. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/12/05, LENGTH :39 SEC., LOCAL 
The Red Cross needs your help. Today a national volunteer recruitment program began and 
it's off to a good start but they need many more. The Fresno Madera chapter hopes to recruit 
500 to one thousand volunteers from the valley. Once you become a volunteer you will 
attend a four hour training session before being sent to aide hurricane victims for 21 days.  
Volunteers will help register victims, hand out food and supplies and any other basic relief 
efforts. To become a volunteer call the red cross or visit our website at ABC 30.com. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/14/05, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
The governor signed a new law today that guarantees better response to California 
disasters. "The Emergency Management Assistance Compact". It's an arrangement between 
all fifty states to provide emergency assistance. If there is a major earthquake, or other 
disaster, Crews from around the country would come to California to aid in relief efforts. 



 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 9/16/05, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
A local high school student is getting school credit for his Hurricane relief efforts. 
18 year old Glindon Lamerson is a senior at Glacier High School in Oakhurst but for the next 
three weeks he will be with the Red Cross in hurricane affected areas to keep up in his 
classes, teachers have devised projects that coincide with his relief work. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/06/06, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 
It does "not" look like evacuees will go to Grizzlies stadium that was an idea originally 
proposed as a back-up plan for housing the red cross says they need a roof but the city is 
sure hurricane victims are coming very soon to Fresno but others are not so sure. 
A hurricane survivor named "Lena" is one of a handful of New Orleans evacuees to land in 
Fresno so far by private means. Today on the radio, Fresno's mayor repeated his thoughts 
that 400 more survivors like Lena are coming very soon to Fresno thru the federal 
emergency management administration. The city held high-level meetings to prepare for a 
large relocation to Fresno. But the state's office of emergency services says all federal 
requests to host evacuees will come to the state first, likely with a one to two day notice and 
FEMA has not yet made there quest. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 9/05/05, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Compared to some other California cities, this looks like a generous offer from the Mayor of 
Fresno. Cities like San Jose are opening their doors to 100 hurricane victims. San Francisco 
is slated for 300 victims. But Fresno, a smaller city with higher unemployment, will take 
hundreds and  of thousands of Katrina victims are now fanning out across America and 
Fresno's mayor is welcoming evacuees 
 
ACTON NEWS AM LIVE, 9/20/05, LENGTH :28 SEC., LOCAL 
Tomorrow morning Fresno Mayor Alan Autry will head to the gulf coast to join local religious 
groups offering storm victims a place to stay in Fresno. Autry has said he could bring up to 
400 evacuees to the area. The mayor is set to fly to Houston tomorrow, then drive to Baton 
Rouge. Thursday he'll visit Biloxi Mississippi and then New Orleans on Friday. Some county 
supervisors criticized the idea saying local resources would be strapped. But the mayor says 
it's a matter of morals. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/21/05, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
In just a couple of hours, Fresno mayor Alan Autry will leave for the gulf coast. There's a new 
plan to house the mayor during his trip. Since hotels in the area are booked a city employee 
is driving an RV to Houston. He'll pick up the mayor there before driving to Louisiana. He'll 
bring an invitation to hurricane Katrina survivors to relocate to Fresno. Action News reporter 
Christine Park joins us live from Fresno Yosemite international with how the mayor plans to 
get there. 



 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 9/21/05, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The mayor left Fresno this morning and landed in Houston. Then, the mayor got in an RV and 
headed for Baton Rouge. Action News anchor Eric Rasmussen met up with mayor Autry 
today and shows us what he plans to do during his trip. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 9/22/05, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
When Autry arrived, the city was preparing to evacuate because of hurricane Rita. Autry was 
planning to visit evacuees at a shelter in Reliant stadium, but those people were forced to 
move again. Autry wanted to give them hope of a new life in Fresno. Autry hopes to visit New 
Orleans tomorrow, but with Rita on the way, those plans could change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 9/06/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1 HR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah On Location: A Special Report From the Katrina Catastrophe: Oprah’s on location 
from the Katrina catastrophe. The stories you haven’t heard. Our Angel Network team hits 
the ground: Matthew McConaughey, Faith Hill, Jamie Foxx, Lisa Ling, Nate Berkus, and 
medical expert D. Mehmet Oz. From the Astrodome in Houston, an Oprah special report. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 9/07/05, 4PM, LENGTH 1HR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah on Location From Mississippi: Part two of an Oprah special report on location in 
Mississippi. More with our Angel Network team: Chris Rock, Julia Roberts, John Travolta, 
Gayle King, and Lisa Marie Presley. The Katrina Catastrophe part two. 
 
PSA     LENGTH     APRX. AIRED 
Red Cross (Hurricane Relief)      :30      200 
ABC30 Blood Drive                                :30      100 
 
 
 
 

 
NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS: 

 
 

ABC 30 LISTENS: 8/24/05, 7PM, Lindsey City Hall 
ABC 30 LISTENS: 9/14/05, 7PM, City of Parlier 
Station managers along with Reporters from KFSN-TV held an ABC 30 Listens meeting 
inviting people from the community to share their thoughts on important issues facing their 
community. 
 
STATION TOURS INCLUDE: 
 
7/14/05 Gang Resistance Educational Training  30 Students 
  (Merced Police Department) 
 



7/12/05 Lincoln Elementary School    45 Students 
 
8/03/05 Fresno Area Residents    2 Residents 
 
8/19/05 Quall Oak Retirement Home    10 Residents 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMMUNITY CALENDAR 
(airs during 6AM News, 11AM Midday & 6PM) 

 
 

7/01/05 
Clovis Kiwanis: Freedom Fest Fireworks 
Fireworks Show in Fowler 
Sanger Fireworks Show, Sanger High School 
 
7/02/05 
Independence Day Spectacular Concert: Mariposa Symphony 
Roller Figure skating Championships Valedez Hall 
Star Spangled Sidewalk Sale: Downtown Reedly 
 
7/03/05 
Independence Day Celebration: Kingsburg High School 
American Spirit Fireworks Show: Kerman High School 
Moe Munny Dixieland Jazz: Mariposa County Art Park 
 
7/5/05-7/8/05 
Kiwanis Trout Fishing Derby: Special Olympics 
David Lane: Musical Nights 
Children’s Musical Theaterworks: 101 Dalmations, The Musical 
 
7/09/05 
Fresno Buddhist Temple: Obon Odori Carnival 
California Feline Foundation: Adopt A Shelter Cat 
The Arlenes: Mariposa County Artspark 
 
7/10/05 
Huntington Lake: High Sierra Regatta 
John Wright Theatre: Kannon Danee Company CSUF 
Reedly Oprah House: The Odd Couple 
 



7/12/05-7/15/05 
Alzheimer’s Education: Enhancing Daily Life 
Exceptional Parents Unlimited: Fiesta De Los Ninos 
Tulare Historial Society: Pam Tillis Concert 
 
7/19/05-7/22/05 
Centro La Familia: Night of Jazz 
Fresno Parks, Recreation and Community Seniors: Monterey Bay and Aquarium Trip 
Old Town Clovis: Peach Party 
 
 
 
 
7/23/05 
Fresno Co. Public Library: Sculptionary 
Paul Paul Theatre: Hong Artist Concert 
Tower Theatre: Rock of the Tower 
 
7/24/05 
Neighborhood Health And Harmony Festival: Alta Family Health Clinic 
Ice House Theatre: Laughing Wild 
Harvest Fiesta & Carnival: Mendota 
 
7/26/05-7/29/05 
Coombs Riverbend Ranch: Christian Music Festival 
National Night Out: Dinuba 
Clovis Regional Library: Tea Making 
 
7/30/05 
Starlight Café Theatre: Snoopy 
Valley Animal Center: Book Sale 
Mosqueda Community Center: Pool Party 
 
7/31/05 
Summer Oprah Arts & Education Festival: Disney On Parade 
Airways Pool Party 
Cantaloupe Round Up Festival: Firebaugh 
 
8/02/05-8/05/05 
Sanger Community Festival: St. Mary’s Church 
Central California Blood Center: Pint for Pint Blood Drive 
Military Benefits Seminar 
 
8/06/05 
Camp Nelson Meadow: Mountain Festival 
Knight of Columbus: Hot August Nights 
Madera Fairgrounds: Moonlight Madness Madera Breakfast Lions 
 
8/07/05 
Sanger Community Festival: Mariachi Music 
Boys and Girls Club of Fresno: All City Kids Day 



Indian Fair Days: Pow Wow 
 
8/09/05-08/12/05 
California Cancer Center: Looking For Laughter In All The Wrong Places 
Fresno Chamber of Commerce: Business After Hours 
UCP of Central CA: Sing! 
 
8/13/05 
Shinzen Japanese Garden: Floating Lantern Ceremony 
Children’s Musical Theaterworks: Side Show 
Reedley Branch Library: Antique Appraisal Clinic 
 
 
 
8/14/05 
Jamaica My Weekend: St. Theresa Church 
Fresno Dixieland Society: Devil Mountain Jazz Band Concert 
Bass Lake Lions Club: Pancake Breakfast 
 
8/16/05-8/19/05 
Fresno Senior Dance: Fresno P.R.C.S. 
West Fresno Health Care Coalition: Back 2 School/Health Fair 
California Cancer Center: Breast Cancer Support Group 
 
8/20/05 
Hot August Day: Car Show 
Back 2 School Health Fair 
Chaffee Zoo: Ice Cream Zoofari 
 
8/21/05 
Car and Bike Show: Parlier 
Kearney Mansion Museum: Tours 
Roger Rocka’s : Brighton Beach Memoirs 
 
8/23/05-8/26/05 
Mosqueda Community Center: City of Fresno: Free Movie Night 
First 5 Madera County: Healthy Families Fair 
Community Medical Centers: Art From the Heart 
 
8/27/05 
Junk-Tique: Garage Sale 
S. Nicholas Ranch: BBQ Action and Dance 
Merced County Sheriffs Posse: Dinner and Dance 
 
8/28/05 
Hispanic Family Day: Asthma Screenings/Insurance Info 
COS Theatre: The Scarlett Letter 
Fresno Convention Center: Premier Bride Showplace 
 
8/30/05-9/02/05 
Arthritis Foundation: Arthritis Walk 



Field of Wishes: Make A Wish 
Central California Women’s Conference 
 
9/03/05 
DANCE Empowerment: Performance and Action 
Antique and Collectible Fair: Coarsegold 
Friends of The Library: Book Sale 
 
9/04/05 
Antique and Collectible Fair: Coarsegold 
Oakhurst Mountain Peddlers Fair 
A Tribute To Enrique Lopez: River Center 
 
9/06/05-9/09/05 
Arthritis Walk: Arthritis Foundation 
Evangel Home Banquet 
Day of the Hats Luncheon: Fresno’s Mission Outreach 
 
9/10/05 
Kids Day In The Park: John Maroot Park Corcoran 
Brewers Festival: Engelllmann Cellars 
Hispanic Heritage Day: CF Mueller Park 
 
9/11/05 
Field of Wishes: Make a Wish 
United We Stand Operation We Care: National Guard Armory 
Madera District Fair 
 
9/13/05-9/16/05 
Scottish Rite Clinic: Dinner Auction 
Clovis Area Recreation: Punt, Pass and Kick Competition 
Scottish Society: Celtic Concert 
 
9/17/05 
Scottish Festival and Highland Game at Coombs Riverbend Ranch 
Harvest Fest: Sanger Academic Middle School 
Clovis Memorial Building: Doll Show 
 
9/18/05 
Kerchoff Park: Kerman Harvest Festival 
Hurricane Relief Hair Cuts: Studio One Hair Design 
Central Ca SPCA: K-9 Classic Dog Competition 
 
9/20/05-9/23/05 
Sierra Art Trails 2005  
Fall Fiesta: Kings Art Center Guild 
School Yard Sale: Forker School PTA 
 
9/24/05 
Chili Cook-Off Hanford Civic Center 
Kings River Quilt Festival: Reedly Community Center 



Cotton Festival Parade: Downtown Corcoran 
 
9/25/05 
Clovis Fest: Hot Air Balloon Fun Fly 
Visalia Home Expo: Convention Center 
Fabulous 50’s Carnival: St. Anthony’s School  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



 
 


